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Abstract 
Considered are sets of the first category whose images under similarities are of the first 
category. It has been established that if A is a dense set of the first category then every set 
similar to A is of the first category. Established here is that the homeomorphic images of 
such sets are of the first category. Also considered are their ordered unions, their dense 
subsets, and noted is the difference between these kinds of sets and the notion of a set 
always of the first category. Lastly consideration is given towards sets always classified as 
nowhere dense. 
Key words: Baire category; Always of first category; Similarity; Order isomorphism; Order 
type; Homeomorphism 
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1. Introduction 
The objective of this paper is two-fold: one, to describe sufficient conditions to 
decide whether a set is of 1st category, and second, to describe a collection 9i of 
sets of 1st category and properties that these sets possess. 
While discussing properties of certain subsets in a generalized ordered Dedekind 
complete set I found a need to be able to distinguish between the “size” of such 
sets. An obvious “size” criteria would be the cardinality of the set. As this 
complete set was a generalization of R, the set of real numbers, I decided to 
generalize Baire category to this setting. A set would be called a set 1st a-category 
if it were the union of N, many nowhere dense sets, a set would be of 2nd 
a-category if it were not of 1st a-category. The generalization was performed in 
111, and I found that within this complete set there exists an everywhere dense set 
of 1st a-category, much like the role of the set of rational numbers in R. However, 
I found that establishing a l-l correspondence between a set A and this dense set 
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was not sufficient to establishing that A was of 1st L-u-category. But establishing a 
similarity (l-1, onto, order preserving correspondence) between a set A and this 
dense set was sufficient to establishing that A were of 1st a-category. I proved the 
following Theorem A, which was stated for a more general Dedekind complete set. 
The actual hypothesis needed on the Dedekind complete set is unimportant, as 
our concern in this paper is R, and that this hypothesis is met for R. 
Theorem A, If A c R! is dense in some open interval I, and A n I is a set of 1st 
category (Baire) then every set similar to A n I is of 1st category. 
Proof. Again, a similarity is a l-l, onto, order preserving correspondence between 
two ordered sets. Such a correspondence is sometimes called an order isomor- 
phism. Let B be similar to A n I, and f the similarity mapping A n I onto B. As 
A n Z is of 1st category, we have A n Z = U ,fz,N, where N, is nowhere dense. 
Thus B = U ,+:,f(N,). So we are left to show f(NJ is nowhere dense. Let U be 
any nonempty open set, then there exists an open interval J c U. If 1 J nf( N,) 1 G 1 
then we are done. So suppose there exist f(a,), f<a,> EJnf(N,) with f(al> < 
f(a2). Since f is order preserving, we have a, < a2. Because N, is nowhere dense, 
and A is dense in I, there exists an interval (a,, a,) c (a,, a,) such that (a,, a,) n 
N, = d. Consequently, (f(a,>, f(a4)) G (f(a,>, f(a,>>, and (f(a,>, f(a,)) nfW,> 
= fl. Since (f(a,), f<a,>> z U, we find that f(N,) is nowhere dense. 0 
Let us assume that A = A n I, and that g : A - R is any similarity, then 
Theorem A implies the following: R\g(A) is a residual set (the compliment of a 
set of 1st category). For every interval J, J n (R\g(A)) contains a perfect set. 
Thus R\g(A) is everywhere of cardinality 2 ‘0. Lastly, the property of g(A) being 
of 1st category is true for all similarities g. Thus we may view the property of 1st 
category as a property of the ordertype of A, which will be denoted by 11 AlI. 
As we have previously discussed, there are many ways to classify the “size” of a 
subset of R: by measure, cardinality, whether it contains a perfect set, or by Baire 
category. Consider the following: Focus on the interval (0, 1). For each natural 
number n, let &?,, c (0, 1) denote a Cantor set of measure 1 - l/n (closed and 
nowhere dense in (0, 1)). Let g = lJ z=ign, then 59 is of measure 1, yet g is of 1st 
category. Hence %Y is “small” in the sense of Baire category, yet “large” in terms 
of measure. It is dense in (0, 1). It contains a perfect set, so it contains a subset 
similar to R. But every set similar to %? is of 1st category. Consequently, we will 
find that this subset of g that is similar to If&’ is nowhere dense in @. 
We can extend Theorem A to the following, the proof of which is omitted as it 
can be established in a manner similar to that of Theorem A. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a dense subset of an open interval I, where A is a set of 1st 
category, and f : A - R a strictly monotone function, then f(A) is a set of 1st 
category . 
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At this point let us state the definitions of some terms that we will be using. It4 
is dense in Iw if for every nonempty open set U, A4 n U # @. M has a dense order, 
if for each X, y EM, with x < y, we have (x, y) n M f @. The relative topology 
will be employed throughout the paper, we will say that U is an open set in N (or 
of N), if U is an open set in N given the relative topology on N. Thus there exists 
an open set 0 in [w such that U = 0 f’ N. Extend this terminology to other 
topological traits, for example terms like open interval in N, or a closed set in N. 
M c N is dense in N, if for every nonempty open set U in N, U n M # #. M c N is 
nowhere dense in N, if for every nonempty open set U in N, there exists a 
nonempty open set U, c U in N such that U, n M = @. M c N is a set of the 1st 
category in N, if M is the countable union of nowhere dense sets in N. 
Returning to Theorem A, you might wish to say that a set satisfying this 
hypothesis is always of 1st category. However we need to avoid using such a 
phrase, as this notion has already been defined. (See [2] or [3], such sets have also 
been referred to as perfectly meager.) A set M is always of 1st category if every 
dense-in-itself subset is of the 1st category on itself. In [2], Kuratowski established 
that a set is always of 1st category if and only if it is of 1st category on every perfect 
set. I point this out to note the difference between the properties that we will be 
examining, and the notion of always of 1st category. By the Baire Category 
Theorem, every perfect set is of 2nd category on itself. We see then that the set 59 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A, yet %? is not always of the 1st category, as % 
contains perfect sets. Thus many sets satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem A, but are 
not always of 1st category. 
The following is some notation about the order types of ordered sets. ]p]] < 11 B 11 
if the ordered set A is similar to a subset of B. II A I( = 11 B II, if both II A II < II B II and 
IIBII4l~II~ II~Il=IlBII P rovided there exists a similarity mapping A onto B. 
Define <d as follows: For sets A and B we say A + B if I] A I] G ]I B 11, and there 
exists a similarity f : A *B such that f(A) is dense in B. 
The following results are trivial: (1) If A <d B, x, y EA with x <y and 
(x, Y> nA + 6, then (x, Y> nA -sd (f(x), f(y)) n B. (2) If A <d B and 
lI~,ll=II4 th en A, + B. However we cannot make the following statements: 
< is transitive nor if A <d B and II B, II = II B 1) then A <d B,. That is, there exist 
L,dB, C such that A <d B, B <d C yet A gd C, and there exist A, B, B, such that 
A <d B, II B, II = II B (I yet A dd B,. Actually the lack of transitiveness establishes 
this second statement. So we establish that =zd lacks transitiveness by providing 
the following example: Let A = Q (the set of rational numbers), B = [O, 11, and 
C = [O, 1) U (2). Then A <d B and B <d C (actually II B II = II C I]), but A gd C, for 
the set of rationals do not possess a last element. So for all similarities f mapping 
A into C, there exists an open set 0 (relative to C) containing 2 such that 
f(A)nO=@. 
Thus we see that if A <d B and 11 B, II= 11 B II then A is not necessarily <d B,. 
The following lemma informs us of an occasion when this property is true. 
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Lemma 1.2. IfA & B, 11 B, (1 = (1 B 11, and B, is a dense subset of some open interval 
J, then A + B,. 
Proof. There exists a similarity f : A ++ B such that f(A) is dense in B. Further, 
there exists a similarity g mapping B onto B,. 
Now g 0 f is a similarity mapping A into B,. We claim then that (g 0 f)(A) is 
dense in B,. Let 0 be any nonempty open set in B,. As B, is a dense subset of the 
open interval J, we have I B, CT 0 1 a K,. Therefore there exist b,, b, E B, with 
b, <b, such that (b,, b,) n B, c 0. Now 6, = g(ml) and b, =g(m,>, where m, < 
m2 are elements of B. It follows then that Cm,, m,) n B # 6. Hence, as f(A) is 
dense in B, there exists an x EA such that f(x) ~(m,, mz>. Consequently, 
(g~fXx)~(g(m,), g(m,)>nB,=(b,, b,)nB,cO. 0 
2. The collections pal and 9* 
Let gal = {A c R: A is similar to a dense set of 1st category). 
Do note that if A = B (A is similar to B) where B is both a dense subset of 
some open interval I, and a set of 1st category, then A ~9~. Some examples of 
sets in PD, are the set Q, and the set E?. The union of any nowhere dense set N in 
(0, 1) and the set Q is a member of Pi. If A l PD,, then A contains a countable 
dense set M which has a dense order (i.e., M = Q>. Thus Q <d A, for all A ~9~. 
For all A l gal, A is a set of the 1st category (a result that follows from Theorem 
A). If A c R’ is a member of 9i: Then it is necessary that A contains a countable 
dense set M with a dense order. Secondly, there exists a similarity g mapping M 
onto Q, this similarity g induces a similarity g^ mapping A into (0, 1) such that 
&,, = g, and g(A) has to be a dense set of the 1st category in (0, 1). 
Lemma 2.1. A EP~, and I is an open interval such that Z n A is a nonempty set 
containing neither a first element nor a last element, then I n A ~9~. 
Lemma 2.2. Let S c R’ such that S = C, t .A, (here C, E A A, represents an 
ordered union of ordered sets) where for all u E A, A, are pairwise disjoint members 
of gl, then S ~9~. 
Lemma 2.1 follows from the fact that 1 n A must contain a countable dense set 
with a dense order. Lemma 2.2 follows from the fact that as A, EYE, A, contains 
a countable dense set Zt4, with a dense order. Thus, as A is a countable ordered 
set, S contains a countable dense set with a dense order. If follows then that when 
one maps S into (0, 11, g(S) will be a set of the 1st category. Consequently, 
S ~9~. Although 9, is closed under ordered unions, it is not true that 9’, is 
closed under unions. For example, let A = {x E Q: x < $} U {:} U {x E Q: x > i}, 
and let B = {x E Q: x < $} u {i} U {x E Q: x > i}. Then A U B is a countable set 
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which does not have a dense order, therefore A U B C&F’,. Of course, if A, B ~9~ 
then A u B is a set of the 1st category. 
Theorem 2.3. Zf A <d B where B &Pal, then A ~9,. 
Proof. As B EP,, there exists a set C which is a dense set of 1st category in R, 
such that )( B II= 11 C (I. S ince C is dense in R, by Lemma 2.1, A =zd C. Therefore 
there exists a similarity f mapping A into C such that f(A) is dense in C. Thus 
f< A) is dense in R. As f(A) is a subset of C, it is a set of 1st category. Hence f(A) 
is a dense set of 1st category, so A ~9~. 0 
Of course Gd cannot be replaced by < (the order < defined on ordertypes 
I] AI)) in the above theorem. For example, I] R ]I G 11 %?‘I/, where %5’ e&Pal, yet R P9r. 
Theorem 2.3 does imply if A EP,, then every dense subset of A is in 9,. Thus we 
see that the subset of %Y which is similar to R is nowhere dense in %Y. 
Let Pa2 = {A c R: every set similar to A is a nowhere dense set]. 
pa2 is nonempty, as every finite set, every monotonic sequence, and every 
nowhere dense perfect set are all members of Tz. Some other observations about 
the set Pz: If A •9~ then for all similarities f mapping A into R, f(A) ~9~. If 
A •9~ then for every interval Z with Z nA # 6, Z nA ~9~. If S c [w such that 
S=&,n A, where the A,, are pairwise disjoint, containing at least two elements, 
and members of 9$, then S ~9~. If A •9’~ and M is a countable dense subset of 
A, then M does not possess a dense order, and as well, for every interval Z in A, 
Z n M does not possess a dense order. 
A theorem paralleling Theorem 2.3 cannot be established for the case when 
B E,Y~, i.e., there exist B ~9~ and A @Pa2 such that A <d B. Let B = %FI (the 
Cantor set of measure zero), and A = R. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A c R such that all sets similar to A are of 1st category, then 
A = B u C, where B •9~ and C ~9~. Also, A = CWE-nAW where the A, are 
pairwise disjoint members of either 9, or g2, further, between any two 9$ elements 
of the partition there is a PI element (and vice versa), and C = CA,, t + A,. 
Proof. Define the equivalence relation - on the set A as follows: for all x, y EA, 
x -y if one of the following holds: x = y; x <y and there exists a similarity f 
mapping (x, y) n A into R such that f((x, y) n A) is a dense subset of some open 
interval .Z; or y <x and there exists a similarity f mapping ( y, x) n A into R! such 
that f((y, x) n A) is a dense subset of some open interval J. For each x E A, let 
[x] = {a EA: a - x}, and let [A] denote the set of distinct equivalence classes of 
A. 
Let M = {[a] E [A]: I[ a] ( 2 2}, it follows then that ( M ) < K,, and that for all 
[al EM, /[alla b. F or each [a] EM, let [a]* = {x E [a]: x is neither the first nor 
the last element of [a]}. We claim then that [a]* ~9,. Clearly [al* contains a 
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countable dense subset L, with a dense order. Hence L, = Q, so there exists a 
similarity f mapping L, onto Q. This similarity f induces a similarity { mapping 
[al* into (0, 1) such that A, =f. By the hypothesis of this theorem, {([a]*> is a 
set of the 1st category, since i”t is possible to create a similarity g : A ++ Iw such that 
gl la]* =f: Thus [a]* ~9~. As M is an ordered set, B = U ,alEM[u]* ~9~. 
We now claim that A \B ~9~. With this in mind, suppose there exists a 
similarity f mapping A\B into R such that f(A \B) is dense in some open 
interval J. Let X, y EA\B with x <y and both f(x), f(y) EJ. Then f((x, y) nA 
\B) is dense in the open interval (f(x), f(y)). Consequently, there exists a 
countable dense subset N, (of (x, y) I?A \B) which has a dense order. Let 
S = {[a]* EM: a E (x, y)}. For each [a]* E S, there exists a countable dense 
subset L, (of [a]*> which has a dense order. Let N, = Nr u U ral* t sL,. Then N2 
is a countable dense subset of (x, y) nA. It also must have a dense order. 
Therefore N, r Q, let 4 be a similarity mapping N2 onto Q. q induces a similarity 
3 mapping (x, y> nA into (0, 1). But then q^((x, y) nA) is dense in (0, l), and so 
x - y. Since both X, y EA \B, there exists an [a] EM such that x is the first 
element of [a] and y is the last element of [a]. Hence (x, y> nA = [a]“, and so 
(x, Y> n (A \B) = !k contradicting the fact that f((x, y) n (A \B)) is dense in 
(f(x), f(y)). Thus A\B ~9~. 
Now define an equivalence relation -r on the set A\B. For all x, y EA\B, 
x -1 y if one of the following occurs: x =y; x <y and [x, y] nA cA\B; or y <x 
and [y, x] nA cA\B. For each a EA\B, let [a& = (x EA \B: x _I a}, and let 
[A \B], denote the set of distinct equivalence classes of A \B. For each [aI1 E [A 
\Bl,, [al, ~9~. Both M and [A\B], are ordered sets, whose order is compatible 
with each other. Thus if one sets A = M U [A \B],, then A is an ordered set. Then 
A=C ~ t .A, where for each (T E A, A,, is either some [a]* EM or some [a], E 
[A\B],, and set C =A\B = C ~nl,E~A,BII[u]I. Hence we have created the desired 
partition, A = B u C, of A. It follows then that between every two 9, elements of 
this partition, there lies a .9J2 element, and vice versa. 0 
3. The effects of homeomorphisms on sets in gal 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a subset of R, N nowhere dense in M (nowhere dense with 
respect to M), and f : M H f(M) c R be a homeomorphism, then f(N) is nowhere 
dense in f(M). Hence f(N) is nowhere dense in R. 
Proof. Let F denote the closure of N with respect to M. Then m is nowhere 
dense in M. Since f is a homeomorphism, f(N) is closed with respect to f(M). 
Also as M\N is dense in M, f(M\N) is dense in f(M), where f(M\N) = f(M) 
\f@>. Thus f(M)\f(N) is an open dense set in f(M). Therefore f(G) must be 
nowhere dense in f(M). As f(N) c f(N), we find that f(N) is nowhere dense in 
f(M). 
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Now we will show that f(N) is nowhere dense in R. Let 0 be any nonempty 
open set in R. If 0 nf(N) = fl, then we are done. If not, then 0 nf(M) is open in 
f(M). Hence there exists Kc 0 nf(k!), an open set in f(M), such that K n7f(N) 
= 6. Now K = U n f(M), where U is an open set of R. Thus U n 0 c 0 is a 
nonempty open set of R, such that (U n 0) nf(N) = @. Therefore f(N) is a 
nowhere dense set in R. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let B be a nowhere dense set, and f : L% ++ f (R) c R! a homeomor- 
phism, then f(B) is nowhere dense. 
Consequently, if B E.F~, and f a homeomorphism with domain R, then f(A) is 
nowhere dense. Do note that if B is nowhere dense and f is a homeomorphism 
with domain B, then f(B) need not be nowhere dense. For example, %i contains a 
subset similar to R, so there exists a subset of %?i which is homeomorphic to a 
residual set. 
Corollary 3.3. Let B c M, and f : M - f(M) G R a homeomorphism such that f(B) 
is not nowhere dense, then B is dense in some interval of M. 
Corollary 3.4. Let f : R r-* f(R) c R be a homeomorphism, and A a set of the 1st 
category, then f(A) is a set of the 1st category. 
Again, if the domain of f were A, then f(A) need not be a set of the 1st 
category. (See the comment after Corollary 3.2.) The following theorem improves 
on the result of Corollary 3.4. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A EP~, and f : A * f(A) G R be a homeomorphism, then f(A) is 
a set of 1st category. 
Proof. As A EP~, there exists a B c R such that B is a dense set of 1st category, 
and a similarity g which maps A onto B. Now B = IJ z=, B, where B, is nowhere 
dense in R. Since B is dense in R, we find that B, must also be nowhere dense in 
B. Define H = {x E A: there exists an open interval Z, containing x such that 
Z, n A = {x}}. Then H is countable, and nowhere dense in R, thus implying f(H) 
is nowhere dense in IR. 
Now suppose f(A) is a set of 2nd category. Then there exists an open interval U 
such that f(A) is everywhere of 2nd category in U. (A set A is everywhere of 2nd 
category in U, if for every nonempty open set 0 c U, we have A n 0 is a set of 
2nd category. This is sometimes referred to as a set which is of 2nd category at 
each point it contains.) Thus f(H) n U = @. There exists an open interval Z such 
that A n Z cf-‘(U> and f(A n I) is a set of 2nd category. Since f(A n Z> is open 
in f(A), f( A n I) = U, n f( A) where U, c U is an open set in R. Assume that the 
endpoints of Z = (a, b) are in A. 
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Let M = (g(u), g(b)). Then A4 fl B = U z= 1(M n B,) where A4 f’ B, is nowhere 
dense in Iw. We claim then that g-‘(M n B,) is a nowhere dense set in A n I. Let 
ObeanyopenintervalofA~Z.If~On7AnZ~=1,thenx~OnAnznH,but 
HnAnZ=~.AlsoIOnAnZI#2,forifitdid,x,,x,EOnAnZwherex,<x,, 
then (g(x,), g(x,)) n B = fl which is impossible since B is dense in R. Thus 
0 nA nZ is infinite. Let x1, x2 E 0 nA nZ where x1 <x2, and consider the 
interval (g(x,), g(xJ). Since Mn B, is nowhere dense, there exists an interval 
KC (g(x,), g(x,)) such that KnM n B, = @. We may choose an interval K = 
(yr, yJ so that its endpoints are in B (by the denseness of B). Then 
(gP1(yl), ggl(yJ) c (x,, x2) c 0 nZ. Further, (g-‘(y,), g-‘(yz)) nA # 6. Fi- 
nally, as it is clear that (g-‘(y,), g~‘(y2))ng-l(MnB,)=~, we see that g-‘(A4 
n B,) is nowhere dense in A n I. As A n Z = U ;=,g-‘(M n BJ, we have f(A n 
Z)= u;=lf(g-l(MnB,)). Applying Theorem 3.1, f(g-%bfnB,)) is nowhere 
dense in f(A n I), hence f(g-‘(Mn B,)) is nowhere dense in R. Therefore 
f(A n I) is a set of 1st category, and so we have arrived with a contradiction. Thus 
f(A) must be a set of the 1st category. 0 
Thus we find that a sufficient condition to establish that a set is of the 1st 
category, is to show that it is the homeomorphic image of a member of Pal. We 
know of sets of the 1st category that can “grow” under a homeomorphism (where 
their homeomorphic image is a set of the 2nd category). However sets in Pal 
cannot “grow” under a homeomorphism. Of course the above theorem does not 
imply that f(A) is a member of Pal. For example, the set Q n (0, 1) is homeomor- 
phic to the set Q n ((0, 11 U [2, 3)) this first set is a member of Yl whereas the 
latter is not a member. 
We cannot replace the hypothesis that f is a homeomorphism in the above 
theorem by the hypothesis that f is continuous, consider the following example: 
Example 3.6. Recall %?‘EP~, where 59= lJ nfEl&Yn. Let 2” denote the set of all 
dyadic sequences, and give it the lexicographic order. There exists a natural 
similarity g mapping %Yl onto 2”, where if K = (x E %Y’,: x has an immediate 
successor X+E gl}, and K+= {x E %Yl: x has an immediate predecessor X-E %Yl}, 
then for all x E K, g(x) is a dyadic sequence which has a final term that is a zero, 
and for all x E K+, g(x) is a dyadic sequence which has a final term that is a one. 
Of course there exists a natural similarity p mapping (0, 1) into 2”, such that no 
point of (0, 1) is mapped into the set of all dyadic sequences which have a final 
term that is a one, Let A = {x E (0, 1): p(x) has a final term that is a zero}. Then 
both K-A and K+- A. For each x E g’, let 
x- 
i 
x, if x E E'l\K+, 
%- sup 
Y<X,YE@l 
otherwise. 
Thus xy E gl \K+. 
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Now to define f: ‘%7* (0, 1). For each x E E?‘, let f(x) =p-‘(g(x,)). Then f 
maps @7 onto (0, 1). Secondly, for all x, y E ‘8 with x <y, we have f(x) <f(y), 
this is true since X~ < yu, and since g, p-l, and p-l 0 g are all similarities. 
Now we have to show that f is continuous. Let x E 55, and 0 = (a, b) an open 
interval containing f(x), where both a, b E (0, 1). Thus p(a) cL p(f(x)) cL p(b) 
(here <L denotes the lexicographic order of 2”). As both (p(a), p(f(x))) n 2” 
and (p(f(x)), p(b)) n 2” are of cardinality 2’0, and as the collection of dyadic 
sequences with a final term that is a one is a countable set, there exist x,, x2 E V, 
a: 
+ such that g(x,) E (P(U), p(f(x)>> and g(x2) E (p(f(x)), p(b)). Therefore 
xi, x,) n $3’) c(u, b), and so f is continuous. Thus we see that although 
k?‘~9i, and f is continuous, the set f(e) = (0, 1) is a set of the 2nd category. 
In [4], Morgan established the existence of a linear set every homeomorphic 
image is of 1st category, but which is not always of 1st category. In view of our 
result Theorem 3.5, and that {A ~9~: A is not a set possessing the property 
always of 1st category) # fl (actually of cardinality 2 2N~l, we find that there are 
numerous such sets possessing the property described by Morgan. 
Theorem 3.7. let A ELF’~, and f : A -f(A) c [w a homeomorphism. If B <d f(A), 
then B is a set of 1st category. 
Proof. Since A EP,, there exists a set C which is a dense set of the 1st category, 
and a similarity k mapping A onto C. As B <d f(A), there exists a similarity g 
mapping B into f(A), where g(B) is dense in f(A). To establish this theorem we 
shall first assume that g(B) = f(A). 
Let M, = (x EA: gP1 0 f is discontinuous at x). Then for each x EM,, g-l is 
discontinuous at f(x). As g-’ is a similarity, M, is a countable set. Let R, = {y E 
B: y = (g-’ 0 f j(x) for some x EM,}. 
Let R, = {y E B: f-’ 0 g is discontinuous at y]. For each y E R,, g is discontin- 
uous at y. Thus R, is a countable set. Let M, = (x EA: x = (f-’ 0 g)(y) for some 
Y E R,}. 
It follows then that g- ’ 0 f is a homeomorphism mapping A \(M, U M2) onto 
B\(R, u R,). Now if B is a set of 2nd category, then there exists an open interval 
J = (a, 6) such that B is everywhere of 2nd category on J (here assume the 
endpoints of J are elements of B). Hence R, n B n J = @, and the function g-’ 0 f 
is continuous on the set (f-’ 0 g)(B nJ). Since f-‘((g(u), g(b)) n B) is an open 
set in A, (f-’ 0 g)(B nJ> = f-‘((g(u), g(b)) n B) = UnA where U is an open set 
in R. As B n J is of the 2nd category, 1 U n A I> K,,, so there exists an open interval 
I L U such that Z nA is uncountable. Thus f(Z n A) is an open set in f(A), and as 
well uncountable, therefore there exists xi, x2 E f(Z nA) such that (xi, xz> n 
f(A) CfUnA), and that (x,, x,)nf(A) is infinite, Since both f-‘(xl>, f-1(x2) 
EZnAcUnA, we find that both xi, x2 E (g(u), g(b)). Hence 
(g-‘(x,1, g-Yxz)) c (a, b). c onsequently, B intersects (gP1(x,), g-‘(x,1) in a set 
of 2nd category. Thus (8-l 0 f XI n A) is a set of 2nd category. 
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By the above argument, we have shown that there exists an open interval I, c U 
such that (g- ’ 0 f>( I, ~3 A) is a set of 2nd category, further for all open intervals 
K cZ, such that K f17A contains two elements, (g-r 0 f)(K fIA) is of the 2nd 
category. Again assume that the endpoints of I, are elements of A. Recall that as 
(g-l 0 f)(Z, nA) CB nJ, we have M, n I, nA = 6. 
Since A ~9r, we have I, nA ~9, (II nA can have neither a first element nor 
a last element, due to the fact that the endpoints of I, are in A). We claim then 
that I, nA \M2 ~9,. With this in mind we will show that I, nA \M2 <d k(Z, n A), 
where k(Z, n A) •9~ (since I, nA ~9~1, thus implying that I, nA \A4, ~9~ due 
to Theorem 2.3 (k is the similarity mapping A onto C). Clearly what needs to be 
shown is that k(Z, nA \M,) is dense in k(Z, nA). Recall that k(Z, nA) = Vn C 
where I/ is an open interval in R with endpoints in C. Let W be any open set of 
k(Z, ml). By the denseness of C, W is infinite, so there exist y,, yz E k(Z, nA) 
such that (yr, yz) n C c W. Again C n (yl, yz) is an infinite set. Let x1 = k-‘(y,) 
and x2 = k-‘(y,), then (x,, x,) nA is an infinite set, where (x,, x,) cl,. By a 
previous argument we can see that (g-l 0 f)((x,, x2) n A) is a set of 2nd category, 
hence uncountable. As 44, is a countable set we find that (x,, x,) nA\M, Z @. 
Let x E (x1, XJ nA\M, cl, nA\M,, then k(x) E (yr, y2) n C c W. Therefore 
k(Z, nA \A&) is dense in k(Z, fI A). Hence I, nA \M2 ~9~. 
Since (g-l 0 f)(Z, nA) is a set of 2nd category, and 44, is a countable set we 
must have (g-l 0 f)(Z, nA\M,) is a set of 2nd category. Recall M, n I, nA = @, 
so g-q is a homeomorphism on I, %4 \M2. By Theorem 3.5, (g-’ 0 f)(Z, nA 
\M2) is a set of 1st category, which is a contradiction. Thus the assumption that B 
is of 2nd category leads to a contradiction, and so B is of 1st category. 
Now consider the case where g(B) is a proper subset of f(A). Recall that as 
B <d f(A), g(B) is dense in f(A). Thus g(B) =f(A,), where f(A,) is dense in 
f(A). Since f is a homeomorphism, we must have that A, is dense in A, thus 
A, <d A. As A EYE, we find that A, ~9~. Thus g(B) =f(A,), where A, ~9~. 
The above proof can then be used to establish that B is a set of the 1st category, 
and so we find the proof of this theorem is complete. 0 
Another way to view the conclusion of this theorem is that not only is it 
incapable of sets of 9r to “grow” under a homeomorphism, but the order types of 
their homeomorphic images are fixed to be “small”, and all dense subtypes of 
these order types are also fixed to be “small”. 
Theorem 3.7 then implies: 
Corollary 3.8. Zf A ~9,, and f : A -f(A) c R a homeomorphism, then every set 
similar to f(A) is a set of the 1st category. Thus f(A) = B U C where B ~9’~ and 
C ~9~. Further, f(A) = C, E ii A, where the A, are pair-wise disjoint members of 
either 9, or PDz, and C = CA, r90ZA,. 
Theorem 3.9. Let A ePI, f : A 6 f(A) c R a homeomorphism, and g : B *g(R) C 
R a homeomorphism where g(B) <<d f(A), then B is a set of the 1st category. 
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Proof. Since A EP,, there exists C a dense set of the 1st category, and a similarity 
k mapping A onto C. As g(B) <d f(A), there exists a similarity h mapping g(B) 
into f(A) such that h(g(B)) is dense in f(A). 
Let M,={xEB: f-l 0 h 0 g is discontinuous at x}. Then for each x EM,, h is 
discontinuous at g(x), so M, is a countable set. Let R, = {y EA: y = 
(f-’ 0 h 0 g)(x) f or some x E M,). For simplicity set p = f- ’ 0 h 0 g. 
Let R, = {y EA: p-l is discontinuous at y}. Note p-l =g-’ 0 h-’ 0 f. For each 
y E R,, h-’ is discontinuous at f(y). Hence R, is a countable set. Let M2 = {x E B: 
x =p-‘(y) for some y E RJ. 
Now if B is of 2nd category, then there exists an open interval J such that B is 
everywhere of 2nd category in J. The set g(.Zn B) is an open set in g(B), 
h(g(J (7 B)) contains nonempty open sets in f(A) (although it is not necessarily 
one itself). Therefore there exists an open interval Z such that p-‘(I n A) cJ n B 
and pP ‘(I n A) is a set of 2nd category. (The argument establishing this is similar 
to the one provided in the previous proof.) Also, for every interval Z, CZ such that 
I, nA is infinite, p-l(Z, n7A) is a set of 2nd category. 
Let x1, x2 E ZnA where x1 <x,, then f((x,, x2) nA) is open in f(A). If 
I(-% x2) n I nA 1 a 3, then under the similarity h-’ it produces an open set K ,in 
g(B) containing at least one element, then g-‘(K n g(B)) is an open set in B and 
a subset of J. Thus g-‘(K ngg(B)) is a set of 2nd category, and so it is uncount- 
able. Since A is similar to C, which is dense in R, we find that 
I(% x2) n I nA 1 g 3. Thus for all x1, x2 EA with x1 <x,, the set (xl, x,) n I nA 
is uncountable. Hence, as R, U R, is countable, we find (xl, x,) nl nA \(R, u 
R,) # fl. By an argument that mirrors the one made in the previous proof, we find 
that k(Z nA\(R, u R,)) is dense in k(Z n A). As both Z nA, k(Z nA) EL@~, and 
since z n7A \(R, u R,) <d k(Z n4, we have Z n7A \(R, u R2) ~9~. Now p-l is a 
homeomorphism on ZnA\(R, uR2), so by Theorem 3.5, p-‘(ZnA\(R, UR,)) 
is a set of the 1st category, which is contradiction. Consequently, the assumption 
that B is of 2nd category leads to a contradiction, and so B is of the 1st category. 
0 
Again we find that for sets in Yl, their homeomorphic images are “small”, all 
dense subtypes of the order types of these images are “small”, and the homeomor- 
phic images of these dense subtypes are “small”. 
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